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Jimmy neutron gotta blast lyrics

3,2,1 (Gotta Blast) From here to the stars with my candy bars Ride a child with a gift for inventions A superpowered mind, a mechanical canine.... *bark, bark * Rescue the day of safe destruction... This is the theme of the song... by Jimmy Neutron! *bark* Jimmy: ahhh!! Comments Share Jimmy Neutron- Boy Genius Theme Song (HQ) -
Episode Opening Credits - Nick Animation The music song for the Jimmy Neutron franchise was written by Brian Causey and performed by the band Man or Astro-man?. The song was later covered by Bowling For Soup; that cover was used in the film. Causey's original version of the song ended up being used for the TV series, but
shorter. The song tells of Jimmy Neutron and his adventures throughout the series. In the television series version, it features clips from When Pants Attack and Normal Boy, including the 2001 film. In the Season 3 version, it features clips from Attack of the Twonkies, A Beautiful Mine, Foul Bull, The Tomorrow Boys, Maternotron Knows
Best, Operation: Rescue Jet Fusion, The Mighty Wheezers, Sheen's Brain, Who's Your Mommy, The Eggpire Strikes Back, Jollys Jimmy, Sorry, Darn Spotlight, Monster Hunt, Beach Party Mummy, The Junkman Cometh, Win, Lose. The original song by Man or Astroman Television Fission can also be heard on the Runaway Rocketboy
pilot. Release date: 1998 Lyrics Man or Astro-man?/Brian Causey From here to the stars, powered by candy bars. Ride a child with inventiveness skills. With a superpowered mind, a mechanical canine rescues the day from safe destruction. With his head too square to be oblong, and his name is Jimmy Neutron. Radiant inside your
television. This is Jimmy Neutron's main theme! Bowling for soup From here to the stars, With my candy bars, ride a child with a gift for inventions. With a superpowered mind, a mechanical canine rescues the day from safe destruction. You have to save the world and get to school on time. So many things to do and not for long. So off the
ground, in the air, in the atmosphere, who can we count on? Jimmy Neutron! Who can we count on? Jimmy Neutron! Who can we count on? Jimmy Neutron! No matter where you are, you know it can't be far away, watching the world through X-ray vision. And every time he's around, where you can find the adventure, you know Jimmy
Neutron is on a mission. You have to save the world and get to school on time. So many things to do and not long So off the ground, in the air, in the atmosphere, who can we count on? Jimmy Neutron! Who can we count on? Jimmy Neutron! Who can we count on? Jimmy Neutron! Who can we count on? Jimmy Neutron! With whom
Count? Jimmy Neutron! Who can we count on? Jimmy Neutron! Countdown Voice TV Series Version: 3, 2, 1. Jimmy Neutron: I Have to Explode! Brian Causey: From here to the stars, fed by candy bars. Ride a child with a for inventions. Jimmy Neutron: Aah! Brian Causey: With a superpowered mind, a mechanical canine. Goddard: Bark,
bark! Brian Causey: Rescue the day from safe destruction. Carl Wheezer: Help! Brian Causey: This is the theme of the song... Miss Fowl: AAAAH! Brian Causey: For Jimmy Neutron! Goddard: Bark, bark! Jimmy Neutron: Daah! Community content is available on CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. jimmy neutron for bbno$ Mayo got the
sauce, I got the drip I have too many bitches, fuck the Uber, called the boat (Nyoom) Then when I fought right, NASA can't take me down May be sucking this money (Cha-ching), I'm just smoking out loud (Boinks) Feel like Jimmy Neutron, I have to explode (I have explosion) Feel like I'm the grumpy when I finally got some money (Money)
I have to clean up the drip (Water) 3 dollars off the Lyft On the way there fuck your bitch (Oh) Forty hit with the grip (Skrrt, skrrt skrrt skrrt) Pussy, bitch I'm reckless You can catch these hands as Wanda Blow outer space I'm in the cosmos as I'm Wanda Need a bih' like Niki around my bih' like Anaconda That's a fat bih ' She couldn't fit
inside that Honda (B-b) Why is there an unnecessary amount of bitches in my cock (Huh) LIL MAYO and bbno$ I could just pull upstairs and hit a fucking coma lick, church always hot as a pipe sauna she every time I want made me frozen like a tundra (Skrrt) Mayo got the sauce, I got the drip I have too many bitches, fuck the Uber, called
the ship (Nyoom) Then when I fought right, NASA can't take down May being sucking this money (Cha-ching) , I'm just smoking out loud (Boinks) Feel like Jimmy Neutron, you have to explode (I have explosion) Feel like I'm growing up when I'm growing up when I finally have some money (Money) I have to clean up the drip (Water) 3
dollars off the Lyft (Uber) On the way there fucking your bitch (Ooh) Forty hit the grip (Skrrt , skrrt skrrt skrrt) Y'all pussy ass humans probably from some vague ass city in some vague ass state in some crazy ass country (Pussy) Mayo all over the world, stupid Intergalactic Mayo, stupid (Man, talk about your shit) Y'all jacking Dracos Bitch
I have a Gamma Lightning, you're dumb (Fa fa fa) Fuck Trump and his stupid ass wall Wants to keep me out so , fuck the wall) You don't want any bite bitch if you like The mechanical canine, you can also like: 3,2,1 (Blast Gotta) To buy candy bars... Ride the child with a gift for invention... With a super-powerful mind... And a mechanical
canine... *bark, bark* Rescues the day of safe destruction... it's the theme of the song... by Jimmy Neutron! ---Nickelodeon, Children's TV Playlist 4.3/5 (250) Share Game 3,2,1 (Gotta Blast) From Here to the Stars... Powered by candy bars... Ride the child with a gift for invention... With a supercharged mind... A mechanical canine... *bark,
bark* Rescues the day safely This is the theme of the song... by Jimmy Neutron! *bark* Jimmy:ahh!! This song was last modified on January 1, 2019. Lyrics licensed by LyricFind. artistpopular himself at LSInew at LSI 3, 2, 1 (Gotta Blast) Into the stars... To buy candy bars... He's the guy with a fool for inventions... I have a superpowered
mind... A mechanical canine... *Bark, bark* Rescue the day of safe destruction... This is the theme of the song... by Jimmy Neutron! ---Nickelodeon, Kids tv Lyrics taken from /lyrics/n/nickelodeon/jimmy_neutron.html /lyrics/n/nickelodeon/jimmy_neutron.html
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